The freedom over the choice of numerical precision is one of the key factors that can only be exploited throughout the datapath of an FPGA accelerator, providing the ability to trade the accuracy of the final computational result with the silicon area, power, operating frequency, and latency. However, in order to tune the precision used throughout hardware accelerators automatically, a tool is required to verify that the hardware will meet an error or range specification for a given precision. Existing tools to perform this task typically suffer either from a lack of tightness of bounds or require a large execution time when applied to large scale algorithms; in this work, we propose an approach that can both scale to larger examples and obtain tighter bounds, within a smaller execution time, than the existing methods. The approach we describe also provides a user with the ability to trade the quality of bounds with execution time of the procedure, making it suitable within a word-length optimization framework for both small and large-scale algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
When designing custom accelerators for an algorithm, the majority of effort is placed into the architecture design, with the aim of maximizing the performance obtained from a fixed silicon or power Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. FPGA '12, February 22-24, 2012 budget. However, if one were to also to attempt to optimize the precision used throughout the hardware design to meet an algorithm designer's output specification, it is possible to save a significant amount of silicon area; this in turn could affect the performance achievable. Such a specification may take the form of ensuring the result lies within some desired output range or meeting a threshold on the maximum error introduced by the use of finite precision arithmetic (floating point or fixed point). While performance improvements are also available for general purpose processors and GPUs by moving from double to single precision, provided a proof can be created that ensures this move is valid, these devices are largely restricted to these two IEEE standards, unlike FPGAs which have the freedom to implement any precision. Unfortunately, it is hard to choose a number system which can guarantee any range or error specification can be met. As a result, simulation is sometimes used to justify that a customized precision is valid [1, 2] , but in this case the resulting implementation comes with no guarantees, or a standard precision is selected to make a 'fair' comparison against a software implementation [3, 4] , ignoring the potential performance improvements. To create a custom accelerator that benefits from this freedom with guaranteed numerical properties, we require a tool to verify such an algorithm specification is met. While no tool exists which can provide such verification for an arbitrary algorithm over a set of input ranges and precision in a tractable time, there remains an interest in developing analytical tools that can guarantee a certain precision is sufficient to satisfy the specification.
There are two important metrics for any such tool: quality of bounds and scalability. A tool that can find tight bounds will generally be able to guarantee that hardware will satisfy the chosen output criterion with a lower precision than a tool which calculates wide bounds. We note that any approach that does not calculate a bound, such as simulation, cannot be used to make hardware with any such guarantees. Scalability is important because rounding errors arise from every operation and the tool must be able to keep track of all the potential errors that can arise throughout an algorithm and be able to calculate bounds, taking all these errors into account, in a reasonable time to be of any use. Furthermore, a scalable and fast tool is important given that it is likely to be used repeatedly within some compilation and synthesis framework to find the best precision for a custom hardware design.
Existing work in this field has typically focused on either one of these goals, meaning the methods that can calculate tight bounds are restricted to trivial computational kernels [5] [6] [7] , or the restricted LTI domain [8] , and the methods which can scale to larger problems do not find tight bounds and consequently limit the potential hardware optimizations [9, 10] . This work describes a tool to calculate bounds for any algorithm consisting of algebraic operations or elementary functions and can be translated into straight-line sin-gle static assignment (SSA) form by performing a static analysis of input code. This means our approach can support algorithms consisting of loops with known bounds at compile-time, by loop unrolling, and conditional statements by analyzing branches separately. The bounds our approach finds approach the quality of the time consuming methods in a significantly shorter execution time, and our method is capable of scaling to larger examples than all but the simplest existing method. Furthermore, unlike existing approaches, our approach also allows a user a finer level of control over the trade-off between execution time and quality of bounds.
We examine the use of our method on two iterative algorithms to solve a system of linear equations: successive-over-relaxation and MINRES [11] . We demonstrate how our approach obtains better bounds than existing analytical techniques, and this provides the ability to tune the precision used in a hardware acceleration of an algorithm, which we show to translate into a significant reduction in silicon area. Furthermore, we highlight that our approach is much more scalable than most of the existing approaches, enabling the analysis of much larger algorithms than these examples. This paper first describes background into the main existing approaches to calculate bounds in Section 2 and how to model floating point round-off error in Section 3. We follow this with an analysis of how this model of error affects the scalability of the methods to find bounds in Section 4, before we describe how our new method addresses problems in the existing methods in order to obtain a control over the execution time in Section 5. We follow this with a description of our algorithm to compute tight bounds in Section 6, after which we demonstrate the benefits of our algorithm relative to alternate methods in Section 7 and draw conclusions in Section 8.
BACKGROUND
While there is a large amount of literature in the field of wordlength optimization focused on developing tools to optimize the potential area, frequency and power benefits to satisfy a design specification [12] , the number of basic analysis techniques is limited. In this section, we elaborate on these methods: simulation, interval arithmetic, Taylor forms, and Handelman representations, so as to compare these with our new suggested approach in later sections.
The most straightforward way to estimate an error is through simulation. The aim of any simulation-based approach is to find the inputs that will cause the extreme ranges of the data set. Unfortunately, the size of the search space for the inputs will generally be too large to explore exhaustively, meaning that even advanced simulation methods, for example statistical profiling [13] , can only estimate the error because corner cases can be missed.
To calculate true bounds for general algorithms, the most well known analytical approach is interval arithmetic (IA) [14] . Interval arithmetic represents every value as lying within some interval: [x 1, x2], where x1 and x2 are the lower and upper bounds respectively. The intervals are then propagated through the computation according to basic rules, given in (1) (provided the range of a divisor does not include zero), which calculate at each stage the new worst case bound.
However, interval arithmetic suffers from the so-called dependency problem, where if the same variable is used twice, information is lost. A trivial example is the following: for a variable x which lies in the interval [0, 1], perform the operation x − x. The interval should be [0, 0], but the result using interval arithmetic would be [−1, 1]. Several simple examples can demonstrate how this problem may cause bounds that are significantly wider than the tightest bounds [14] . As a result of these problems, there is an active community of researchers in robust computing who have developed ways to mitigate this problem [15] .
One simple method to reduce the effect of the dependency problem is to split intervals into the union of much smaller intervals (2) , and evaluate each of these independently, because dependencies between smaller intervals have a reduced effect of widening bounds (3) . While effective, the number of intervals that must be evaluated grows as of Θ(n on nsv s ), where no is the number of operations, ns is the maximum number of interval splits of the nsv variables that are split. This means this technique is not computationally scalable. Even though some methods have been proposed to choose these splits more wisely, such as the GAPPA tool which uses a set of in-built and user-defined 'hints' [16] , or the work by Nicolici et al. which uses Satisfiability-Modulo Theories (SMT) [5] , the quality of bounds these approaches can obtain are heavily limited by the run-time. As a result of the slow run-time, the authors of the latter paper have attempted to improve scalability using vector approximations [17] , and by adding additional constraints informing the solver to ignore certain regions [18] , but both sacrifice the tightness of bounds and because they use interval splitting, they will always suffer if there are many input variables, as we will see in Section 7.
Alternatively, more recently a set of methods that can be loosely grouped together under the name of Taylor forms, analyzed in detail [19] , have gained popularity. These use a polynomial representation of the error terms with the intuition that this allows cancellation of dependencies; in the case of the earlier example, use of these approaches would result in x − x = [0, 0] as desired. Unfortunately, a polynomial with second order terms or higher contains dependencies within the polynomial, and finding optimal bounds for a multivariate polynomial has been shown to be NP-hard [20] .
The most well-known of these Taylor forms, affine arithmetic (AA) [21] , avoids this problem by restricting polynomials to first order, ensuring the polynomial contains no dependencies, meaning applying interval arithmetic to the final polynomial can find the ideal bounds. However, to ensure the polynomial only contains first order terms and still bounds the potential range, it must approximate bounds on any higher order terms which are created, using a new variable. Unfortunately, any difference between the true range of the higher order terms and their approximation will result in wider bounds, whilst the dependency information between the higher order and lower order terms is lost. In addition, the added variables can affect the scalability, as will be seen in Section 7.
To minimize both these effects, the more general method by Berz et al., named Taylor methods with Interval Remainder bounds (TwIR) [22] represents range using the form (T ρ, Iρ), where Tρ is a polynomial consisting of all the terms that are less than or equal to an order, ρ, chosen by a user, and I ρ is an interval which bounds the remaining higher order terms. Using a single interval I ρ avoids continually introducing new variables to bound higher order terms whenever they are created, as performed by affine arithmetic. Furthermore, the choice of maximum order gives a user some form of control over the trade-off between execution time and quality of bounds, because by retaining higher orders, the higher order dependencies can cancel. Unfortunately, using the single interval I ρ means any operations involving Iρ suffer from the same dependency problem as interval arithmetic, and in addition, finding the final bounds of the polynomial T ρ still relies on interval arithmetic, and this is a problem once again because dependencies will exist between the high and lower order terms of the polynomial.
Recently, a novel approach has been suggested which is capable of reducing the effect of widening of bounds due to dependencies in a multivariate polynomial by bounding the polynomial using Handelman representations [6] . This approach obtained superior bounds to those achievable by interval arithmetic, and also showed significant advantages in the case of division, by using a rational expression instead of a polynomial. Unfortunately, the approach was limited to small problems because it made no effort to control the size of the polynomial, as will be discussed in Section 4. Furthermore, it was limited to algorithms consisting of the basic algebraic operations {+, −, •, ÷}, unlike Taylor forms which have the added advantage of being applicable to more complex functions by applying polynomial approximation techniques [23] .
In this work, we aim to develop a new approach which can find bounds approaching those of the method using Handelman representations, whilst scaling to much larger problems. We also demonstrate how to allow a user to have a strong control over the trade-off between execution time and the tightness of bounds, and show how our new method can be used to create superior hardware designs.
FLOATING POINT MODEL OF ERROR
In this work, we have elected to use the multiplicative model of floating point error used throughout numerical analysis literature. This represents the closest radix-2 floating-point approximationx to any real value x as (4) [24] , where η represents the number of mantissa bits used and δ represents the small unknown roundoff error. It is similarly possible to specify that the radix-2 floating-point result of any scalar operation ( ) is bounded as in (5) , provided the exponent is sufficiently large to span the range of the result. This allows us to create a polynomial representing the potential range of a variable, as shown for a simple example in Table 1 . This is the only general model that is useful for worst-case floating-point error modelling, with the exception of a bit-blasting of the floating-point logic. More sophisticated models, such as detecting if one operand is a power of two and setting the error to zero in this case will have minimal impact and severely complicate modelling [25] . We note, however, that provided the chosen model, or a similar model for fixed-point error, can be expressed using polynomials or rational functions, the algorithms described in this work are still applicable.
x y = (x y)(1 + δ). 
The value of this representation is that it allows us to apply the symbolic analysis techniques described in the Section 2 to calculate bounds on the range or relative error of any variable in the input code. In the following section, we analyze the limitations of these techniques when using this model of error, before describing how we overcome them in Section 5.
SCALABILITY OF EXISTING APPROACHES
In this section, we analyze the worst case execution time of these approaches in terms of the number of operations in the code, denoted n o, and the number of input variables n. Throughout this paper, we define a term as a product of the variables raised to some integer powers, e.g. δ 1δ2δ 2 3 , and a monomial as a term multiplied by some real coefficient, e.g. 10δ 1δ2δ 2 3 . Using interval arithmetic, an interval evaluation is performed to find an initial bound on the result of every floating point operation in the code, after which an extra interval evaluation is used to find the bounds taking into account the floating point model of error, where the latter is computed by replacing each of the variables δ i with an interval. Consequently, the worst case execution time is proportional to the number of operations, or of O(n o), or as we have mentioned in Section 2, in the case of applying interval splitting, it will then scale as of O(n on nsv s ) At the other extreme lies the approach using Handelman representations. In this approach, the polynomials representing the variable value, as in Table 1 , are first expressed as a sum of monomials in which each term appears at most once. The number of monomials in the polynomials quickly become large, as an example, the floating-point error model for an algorithm consisting of a series of floating-point multiplications (Figure 1 ), will have a polynomial representation as in (6); the number of monomials in this polynomial, when expanded into canonical form, is exponential in n o.
Figure 1: Code to calculate the product of vector elements.
As we indicated in Section 2, Taylor forms control this growth in the polynomial representing the variable value by only retaining monomials up to a given order. However, the lack of similar control over the number of variables ensures that the size of this polynomial remains unbounded. This is a problem when using the floating point model of error of Section 3, because a variable (δ i) bounding the finite precision error will be added after every operation, and hence the total number of variables for an intermediate polynomial ). This analysis makes it clear that only interval arithmetic has an execution time that scales well with the number of floating point operations. However, as shown in [6, 21, 22] , interval arithmetic is unable to find tight bounds due to dependencies between variables. The use of interval splitting in conjunction with any of these approaches allows some trade-off between quality of bounds and execution time, but this scales poorly in the number of variables. Our aim is to create an approach where the execution time of grows in proportion with the code size O(n o) and provides a user a very flexible level of control over the trade-off between execution time per floating point operation and can still obtain bounds approaching the tightness of the approach described in [6] . We discuss the main method to obtain a control over the execution time in Section 5, and our overall approach which uses this heuristic to calculate bounds on the range of any variable in an algorithm in Section 6.
CONTROLLING EXECUTION TIME
The basic concept we employ to obtain control over the execution time needed to bound the result of an operation is to directly control the number of monomials in every polynomial to a user chosen value, N , and hence the worst case execution time to create any intermediate polynomial will be some function of N . Since the worst case execution time to create any intermediate polynomial becomes constant, the overall execution time of our algorithm grows as O(n o), and the choice of N provides the user the ability to trade potential tightness of bounds with execution time. We note that this is a much finer level of control than Taylor forms.
To create the intermediate polynomial of only N monomials that still bound the correct result, we apply the algorithm described in Figure 2 . This algorithm retains the monomials that have the greatest potential contribution to the final bounds, as calculated by computing the bounds of each monomial using interval arithmetic, and then representing the worst case bounds of the remaining monomials, again computed using interval arithmetic, using a new polynomial that consists of a constant C i a single monomial ζi. The constant C i is chosen to center the monomial ζi over the desired range, for this has previously been shown to obtain the best error properties [26] . The rationale for choosing monomials with the greatest potential contribution is that many monomials within a polynomial represent a small contribution towards the final bounds of the function, and hence if the dependency information of these monomials is lost, it has little impact on the final result. Table 3 demonstrates the potential contributions to the final bounds for all the individual monomials when computing bounds for a simple problem. We note that unlike Taylor forms, our approach may retain higher order monomials at the expense of lower order monomials, for example, in Table 3 , the second order monomial x 1y1 has a higher contribution than the first order monomial δ 1. However, because some input variables may have much wider ranges than other input variables, and often wider ranges than variables bounding finite precision errors, this approach is logical as it is most important to retain the dependency information for the variables with the widest bounds whereas the dependency information for small perturbations can be sacrificed in favor of a reduced execution time. 
TRADING QUALITY FOR EXECUTION TIME
While the algorithm given in Figure 2 would be sufficient to control the execution time if integrated into either affine arithmetic or Taylor series with interval remainder bounds, a combined approach would still suffer from dependencies within a polynomial. This was addressed by the use of Handelman representations [6] , which also had added benefits by retaining correlation between a numerator and denominator polynomial in the case of division. As such, in this section, we describe how we combine this algorithm with the technique to bound rational functions using Handelman represen- 
tations to create a scalable framework to find tight bounds for the range or relative error for any variable in an algorithm.
Representing the range of a variable
One of the problems with using the polynomial simplification algorithm described in Figure 2 is that when we replace all of the monomials with small contributions to the final bounds with a new monomial, we lose information on whether those monomials with small contributions were a function of only the input variables, or a function of both input variables and finite precision errors. This is an issue when computing bounds on the relative error. To compute the relative error, if we have a polynomial p representing the range in infinite precision, and a polynomialp representing the range in the presence of finite precision errors, the bound on the relative error is found by maximizing the function | p−p p |. However, if we were to control the size of the polynomials p andp using the algorithm described in Figure 2 , we would lose any correlation between the added monomials bounding small contributions in p andp.
To demonstrate how this can become a problem, we use a simple example shown in Table 2 (a). In this example, we attempt find bounds on the relative error of the computation (x • y) • z, where x ∈ [0.8; 1.2], y ∈ [0.9; 1.1], z ∈ [9.9; 10.1] using a 6-bit precision, where we limit the maximum number of monomials in a polynomial to be 6. If we were to compute the relative error of this operation, according to Table 2 (a), we must compute bounds of the function | z 1 + 2.048ζ2 − 10δ1 − 25.3203ζ3 10 + 10x1 + 10y1 + z1 + 10x1y1 + 2.048ζ2
|. The problem with this is that there is correlation between the monomials z1, ζ2 and ζ3 which is lost due to the simplification algorithm. This leads to much wider bounds on the relative error. In order to avoid this problem, we separate a polynomialp into the sum of two polynomials p+p , where the polynomial p consists of monomials that are only a function of the input variables, and the polynomial p store the additional monomials resulting from the introduction of finite precision errors. We note now that even if we apply the polynomial simplification algorithm, the polynomial p will bound the result in infinite precision, and by keeping these polynomials separate, we can now compute bounds on the relative error by finding bounds of the rational function | p p |; This allows us to find much tighter bounds, as shown in Table 2 
(b).
This technique is an effective method to describe polynomials, however, to take advantage of correlation between numerator and denominator polynomials using the Handelman representations approach, we bound the range of any intermediate variable in the code using a rational function of the form n+n d+d , where n and d are the numerator and denominator polynomials that contribute to the bounds in infinite precision, and n and d store the additional monomials resulting from the introduction of finite precision errors.
Bounding the range of variables in finite precision arithmetic for a user algorithm
In order to compute bounds on the range or relative error for any variable within an algorithm, we first compile the target al- . 
(b) Using the algorithm defined in Figure 2 with N = 3 to control separate polynomials for range in infinite precision and the additional monomials resulting from finite precision errors.
Create gorithm into a 2-input static single assignment (SSA) intermediate representation consisting of vector operations, with the aid of techniques such as loop unrolling. For our tests, we performed this by hand, but for more complex examples we could make use of front end compilation tools such as GCC. Throughout our algorithms, we prefer to operate on vectors so as to take advantage of the fact that every element in a vector will typically share the same denominator and hence our algorithms are designed to retain this correlation so as to improve the tightness of bounds. We then proceed to calculate bounds on this intermediate representation using a set of simple algorithms summarized in Figures 3 and 4 . In the rest of this section, we explain the rationale behind each of these algorithms.
Bound variable in code
In the main algorithm, we first create a set V containing all the input variables in the algorithm, stored as vectors wherever this is applicable. Our algorithm proceeds by sequentially examining each operation in the intermediate representation and creates new rational functions which bound the range of every output element from this operation. The operations we support are scalar multiplication, scalar division, scalar addition and subtraction, vector addition and subtraction, dot products, and any other function to which a polynomial approximation can be computed. The reason we prefer to perform vector operations is because after creating each new rational function, the number of monomials in the polynomials n and d are controlled according to a user choice N 1, and the number of monomials in the polynomials n and d are controlled according to a user choice N 2, where the choice of N1 and N2 is left to a user to trade the execution time against the potential quality of bounds. If we were to perform each operation on scalars instead of performing a single vector operation, then if the number of monomials in the polynomials d and d created by the operation are greater than N 1 or N2, then the denominator polynomials would be simplified with the use of a different variable ζ k for each element in the vector, meaning that none of the denominators for the vector would be the same. By performing a single vector operation, we only need to simplify the denominator polynomial for the entire vector once, retaining correlation for all the vector elements and improving the overall bounds. We note that because each numerator polynomial for a vector will in general be different, each of these are simplified individually, and in order to capture round-off uncertainty, we first apply the model error described in Section 3 to the polynomial n . Finally, once we have created a rational function to bound the range of the desired output variable, we calculate bounds using Handelman representations [6] to try to improve the bounds by taking into account any dependencies in the rational function. ; in this equation, we have used brackets to separate the polynomials which consist of both input variables and finite precision errors. However, for addition or subtraction when the denominator polynomials are different for the two operands, we apply a different approach. The reason for this exception is that this operation can result in a very large numerator polynomial which has lots of correlation with the denominator polynomial, as shown in equation (8) . However, when we subsequently simplify the numerator and denominator polynomials, according to the algorithm in Figure 3 , we lose correlation between these polynomials, and because the number of monomials
Compute rational function
Bound variable in code (N1, N2, code). // N 1 , N2 are user chosen variables to control the maximum polynomial sizes // We denote vectors of rational functions bounding variables with v where the i th rational function of this vector is indexed v i . The total number of elements in a vector is given by |v|. As a scalar variable is a vector consisting of only one element so we omit the superscript i. // Number of variables δ j , ζ k are determined at run time.
1: Create set V of all input variables as vectors of the form: in the numerator is substantially larger than in the denominator, this will result in wider bounds.
As a result, in Figure 4 , we instead compute a rational function to bound the result by first normalising the denominators of the two input rational functions to 1 by multiplying their numerator polynomials by a polynomial approximation of the reciprocal of their denominator polynomials. To do this, we could use any of the well known techniques in approximation theory such as Taylor approximations, Chebyshev approximations, or the Remez algorithm [23] . Though we note that this can lead to wider bounds due to the errors in the approximation, experimentally these errors have in general been found to be smaller.
To implement other elementary functions, such as ( ∈ { √ , sin(), exp()}), we apply polynomial or rational function approximations, as for the reciprocal. In general, the choice of approximation will trade trade quality of bounds with execution time, and due to the wealth of research in this area, this is left to a user to choose the optimum approximation. However, we note that this flexibility is unavailable when using AA and TwIR, for these require the polynomial approximation to be of a specific form. Furthermore, because if we approximate a function over a smaller range, the approximation will generally have less worst case error, we use Handelman representations to find bounds on the range of a variable before performing any polynomial approximation.
RESULTS
We have created two examples, shown in Figures 5 and 6 to help demonstrate the benefits of our proposed approach in terms of scalability and quality of bounds. In these figures, we present the original pseudo code alongside a breakdown of this pseudo code into vector operations, because in the original code, no order is specified, but the order of operations affects the accumulation of errors,
for i = 1 to |va| do 5:
end for 7: else 8:
(n , n ) = (0, 0)
9:
for i = 1 to |va| do 10:
n =nδj +n (1 + δj+1)
12: 
20:
:
22:
end if
23:
end for 24:
25: else 26: and hence this information is required to calculate any bound on the range or relative error. Using these examples, we compare against all the main competing methods that are capable of bounding error: IA, TwIR, AA, and Handelman representations. Furthermore, we also examine the impact of using interval splitting on the diagonals of the matrix A and the elements of the vector b when finding bounds using IA, as splitting these intervals will have the greatest impact on the final bounds. We do not perform this for the second example because it is unclear which variables would be best to split, whilst splitting all variables, as we shall see in Section 7.1, would require too large an execution time. These examples are large compared to similar publications in the field, consisting of approximately 20-30 input variables and 400-500 floating point operations, each of which add a new variable bounding the floating point roundoff error; in contrast, the examples of [5, 6] consist of up to 10 input variables and 30 floating point operations, with the former paper not taking finite precision errors into account. In the first test, because there is little error in the first order approximation of the reciprocation of a i,i, and all the non-affine operations are multiplications of polynomials or rational functions by input variables a i,j , the majority of the information regarding the 1: for k = 1; k ≤ 8; k + + do 2: for j = 1; j ≤ 5; j + + do 3: final range of the x values is in the first order terms. This implies IA, AA and TwIR should be able to calculate tight bounds, so in this test, we wish to demonstrate that our approach will perform well even where the existing methods ought to perform well. In contrast, the second test involves products of polynomials or rational functions bounding intermediate variables, and the division and square root of a multivariate polynomial, so we use this test to show that our approach can perform well in a more complex algorithm. When performing polynomial approximations, for a fair comparison we use the same polynomial approximation method for affine arithmetic and our approach, with the exception of using Handelman representations to find the input range for this approximation, as mentioned in Section 6.2.2. For the range analysis case, seen in Figure 7 (a), IA, 1st order TwIR, AA and our approach initially scale well with the number of operations, whereas TwIR of orders greater than 1 and Handelman representations scale poorly due to exponential growth, as mentioned in Section 4. However, it is also clear that only IA and our approach have an execution time proportional to the number of operations, as expected from our analysis in Section 4, and this means that as the number of operations gets large, our approach can run faster than AA and TwIR. As we have previously mentioned, this is because our approach directly controls the size of the polynomials bounding the range of every intermediate variable, unlike Taylor forms where these polynomials are proportional to the number of operations because a variable bounding the roundoff error is added after every operation. Furthermore, as expected from our analysis in Section 4, AA scales worse than 1st order TwIR because it gains an extra variable for every operation as a result of bounding the error of the higher order terms created by the multiplicative model of error. Finally, this graph shows that when applying IA splitting, 15: while the execution time is still proportional to the number of operations, there is a large difference between the execution time depending on the number of splits. We have calculated bounds using IA without splitting, IA where the chosen variables are split into two regions (IA with splitting v1), and IA where the chosen variables are split into three regions (IA with splitting v2); there is a significant difference in execution time between these approaches, indeed this difference can be several orders of magnitude, as seen in Table 4 . This is because IA with splitting v1 requires 2 10 separate interval evaluations, IA with splitting v2 requires 3 10 interval evaluations. Clearly, performing any further splits is not scalable, and we note that this is with an intelligent selection of 10 variables to split; a naïve approach of splitting every variable would scale far worse and is unlikely to find much tighter bounds.
Test 1: Successive over relaxation
When bounding the relative error of intermediate variables, as seen in Figure 7 (b), the execution time for AA and TwIR grows much faster whereas it remains similar for our approach. The cause of this is that to compute the relative error using AA or TwIR, one must first generate two polynomials, a polynomial p representing the range of the desired variable in the absence of finite precision errors, and a polynomialp representing the range in the presence of these errors, then compute bounds of the function | the number of monomials in these polynomials are proportional to the number of operations, the result will be a very large polynomial with many monomials that must be bounded. Quality of bounds: Table 4 shows the computed bounds on ranges for the first example for the methods that could calculate bounds in a tractable time. It is clear that our approach can compute tighter bounds than the existing approaches, in a reduced execution time, illustrating our claim that our approach can perform well where the existing methods perform well. However, for relative error analysis, shown in Figure 8 , only our approach is able to track how relative error decreases with increasing precision. This is because monomials representing floating point error are a function of roundoff variables and input variables, meaning they are second order or greater, and hence first order methods such as AA and 1st order TwIR can only approximate these errors, whereas by retaining 'most significant terms', our approach can retain these higher order terms. In addition, our approach calculates bounds on the worst case relative error that are close to the estimates found by random simulation, implying our bounds are tight. In order to demonstrate how this can be used to improve a hardware design, we created a hardware implementation where every floating point operation in line (3) of Figure 5 has a dedicated floating point operator, and the dot product is performed using a row of parallel multiplication units and an adder reduction tree, as in [27] . Table 5 shows the resources required, post place and route on a Virtex 5 LX 330T, to create such a hardware implementation using the minimum precision necessary to ensure the relative error lies below a threshold of 5.5 × 10 −3 according to the various methods. Using our approach, we can create a hardware design with 25% less silicon area than by using AA. The other methods cannot prove bounds, meaning that one could either attempt a simulation based approach, which in these examples would use less hardware at the cost of sacrificing guarantees that it will satisfy the desired bounds, or implement it using IEEE double precision floating point units, but our approach could save up almost 80% of the silicon area in comparison. Our proofs could also be used to show that IEEE single precision would be sufficient to meet the design criterion, for use on other hardware platforms, but this precision would be much greater than is necessary. Furthermore, because our approach can track how relative error decreases with increasing precision we could use it to tune hardware to satisfy a tighter bound on relative error, to which even AA would be unable to find a proof.
Execution time vs quality of bounds performance trade-off: Figure 9 compares the ability of our approach to trade quality of bounds with scalability with the existing approaches. In this figure, we have chosen to compare bounds on the range, because as we have shown earlier, only our approach is capable of tracking how relative error decreases with precision. All the values in this figure are based on a mantissa of 20 bits. Furthermore, in order to compare more approaches, in Figure 9 (a), we have restricted the successive over relaxation example to only two iterations, allowing us also to see the quality of bounds and execution time trade-off for increasing the order of TwIR to 2nd order, while in Figure 9 (b) we plot the same after the conclusion of the example. For our approach, we have varied N 1 in 10 equal size increments from 20 to N1. Finally, to obtain a measure of the quality of the bounds, we plotted the difference between the calculated and simulated bounds. This graph demonstrates how our method provides a much finer grain level of control in comparison to existing methods: interval splitting has a large growth in execution time for every extra split of the desired variables, AA has no control over this trade-off, and TwIR has a large difference in execution time between 1st and 2nd order. In addition, this graph shows once again that our approach is capable of computing the tightest bounds of all these methods, and because these bounds approach those found by simulation, it implies the bounds we compute are tight. While we note that in the case of Figure 9 (a), due to the additional overheads of our algorithm in creating rational functions representing the value for intermediate variables, AA can run quicker than our approach, as the number of operations becomes larger as in Figure 9(b) , because AA cannot trade execution time for quality of bounds, our approach has the flexibility to run quicker than AA at a cost of bounds, or for longer than AA to obtain tighter bounds.
Test 2: MINRES
Scalability: Figure 10 demonstrates how the execution time of each of the methods grow with the number of operations when computing the range for intermediate variables over the course of the MINRES algorithm. We note that 2nd order TwIR once again scales poorly with the number of operations, while IA and 1st order TwIR fail to compute bounds after 228 operations because they are unable to prove the input to the √ function is non-negative.
For our approach and AA, in comparison to Figures 7(a) and 7(b), in this experiment the execution time grows much faster with the number of operations. This is because, as mentioned when introducing these examples, this algorithm contains the multiplication of two polynomials or rational functions which may be large, as opposed to the multiplication of a rational functions by a single input variable. However, we comment that as the maximum number of monomials in the product of two polynomials is given by the product of the number of monomials in each polynomial and the size of the AA polynomial for intermediate variables can be much greater than N 1 +N2. This ensures AA suffers much more than our approach, and is the reason our approach becomes faster than AA after much fewer operations than in Figures 7(a) and 7(b). We also comment that this graph grows in steps, unlike Figures 7(a) and 7(b), this is because operations which are products of two polynomials create many more monomials and take longer than operations which are sums of two polynomials, and hence the execution time for sums is below the worst case execution time for any operation. Quality of bounds: When attempting to calculate bounds on the relative error that would enable one to create an optimized hardware design, once again, only our approach was capable of computing bounds for this example that track how relative error decreases with increasing precision. This was similarly because errors arising from the use of finite precision arithmetic will be second order or greater, meaning first order methods can only approximate these errors. Table 6 shows the resource use for a parallel implementation of the MINRES algorithm, as described in [28] , that would be required to satisfy a bound on relative error of less than 1 × 10 −3 using the various methods to calculate bounds, including our approach with different run-times, as well as using IEEE single and double precision. This table again demonstrates significant savings can be made in comparison with IEEE double precision. Furthermore, by using an increasing run-time, we obtain tighter bounds that result in a smaller hardware implementation, highlighting the trade-off we aim to achieve. Finally, we note that in this instance our software has the potential to obtain a proof that IEEE single precision is sufficient to satisfy the desired precision, and this illustrates how our tool could also be used to obtain performance improvements on other hardware platforms.
Altogether, we have shown that our approach can compute bounds that are much tighter than competing approaches in a smaller exe-cution time, and has the ability to scale to much larger examples because its execution time scales worst case linearly with the number of operations. Furthermore, by retaining higher order information, our technique can also track the effect of finite precision errors and compute tight bounds on the relative error introduced by the use of finite precision arithmetic, and this enables us to design hardware that meets a given relative error specification with less silicon area; in the case of the successive over relaxation example, saving over 80% of the slices in comparison to IEEE 754 double precision, and in the case of the MINRES example, saving over 65% of the slices in comparison to IEEE 754 double precision.
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a new algorithm to calculate bounds on finite precision errors. We have demonstrated that this algorithm is more scalable than the existing approaches, meaning that it has the potential to be applied to examples that even the most advanced methods previously could not realistically handle, and can also calculate tighter bounds than the existing methods. In addition, we have shown that our algorithm has significantly greater control over the trade-off between execution time and quality of bounds making it useful for both small and large examples within an optimization framework. Finally, we have shown that because our tool can not only find tight bounds on the range, but also track how relative error decreases with increasing precision, we can use it to create hardware designs with guaranteed error properties that obtain significant silicon area savings over hardware implementations that adhere to IEEE standard single or double precision.
